KLW Plastics Celebrates 10 Years of Success
KLW Plastics announces the tenth anniversary of the company’s founding

Monroe, OH – August 21, 2015 - KLW Plastics, a leading manufacturer of 1-7 gallon, tight-head plastic
containers and 4G combination packaging, announces the tenth anniversary of the company’s
founding.
A decade of experience has transformed KLW from a one machine start-up to a high-tech, multi-plant
industry leader serving the chemical, janitorial and sanitation, flavor, fragrance, contract packaging,
inks and coatings industries.
“It has taken a team of individuals to grow KLW to the robust organization we are today,” said Scott
Dowrey, President and CEO. “Our unwavering focus on quality, service, technology and sustainability
has won KLW industry recognition as an innovative packaging solutions provider. We would like to
thank our customers for the successes that KLW has achieved the past 10 years and look forward to
delivering continuous value and innovation to the industry for years to come.”
KLW Plastics was founded in 2005 with a deep-rooted passion for manufacturing high-quality, rigid,
tight-head containers. In recent years, KLW has expanded its product offering with the introduction of
the E-Tainer® line of products. The E-Tainer family is a UN rated line of high performance packaging
solutions that help companies achieve their sustainability goals while driving out costs in the supply
chain. E-Tainer products include tight-head containers made from 60-100% post-consumer resin, a
lightweight, rigid container in a box, and a semi-rigid, collapsible bladder-in-a-box.

About KLW Plastics

KLW Plastics is a leading manufacturer of 1-7 gallon UN and non-regulated, rigid and semirigid tight-head containers serving a number of different markets. KLW Plastics is
headquartered in Monroe, Ohio with additional manufacturing facilities in Houston, Texas and
Atlanta, Georgia. For more information, please visit www.klwplastics.com .
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